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SUMMARY

Most maintenance-optimisation models assume an infinite planning horizon and suppose that the failure
process is stationary. Hence, information which is not known beforehand and which beocmes available
in the short term only, must be ignored. We consider in this paper a multi-component system with
economically dependent components, and we compare the costs of a stationary-planning method with
the costs according to an approach which can adapt this long-term plan to dynamically changing
information (such as a variable use of components and the occurrence of maintenance opportunities).
With numerical experiments we show that incorporating short-term information can yield considerable
cost savings. 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION The relevance of incorporating short-term infor-
mation, especially for multi-component maintenance,When we develop a maintenance-optimisation
follows from a number of observations. Formodel, we usually consider an infinite planning hor-
example, a maintenance rule for a single componentizon and assume a long-term stable situation. This
can be formulated in severaltime scalesor usestationarity assumption facilitates the mathematical
indicators, such as calendar time, the number ofanalysis and enables us to determine for example
running hours, or (in the case of airplanes) thelong-term maintenance frequencies, or control limits
number of take-offs and landings. However, whenfor carrying out maintenance depending on the state
maintenance ofmultiple components is to be plannedof the system. However, such a long-term view
and coordinated, the rules must be characterised byprevents incorporating information that becomes
the same use indicator, and hence we have to con-available in the short term only. Adapting the long-
sider calendar time. This implies that we have toterm plan according to short-term information may
assume an average utilisation factor for each compo-yield considerable cost savings.
nent. Since the actual utilisation may fluctuate, andSince many technical systems consist of multiple
since this fluctuation is not known in the longcomponents, we will not consider maintenance of
term, the incorporation of short-term informationsingle components here, but we will take interactions
indicating the real use may improve the efficiencybetween the components into account. Interactions
of the planning.between components can be classified into different

A similar argument holds for other short-termtypes,1 but here we will restrict ourselves to so-
information, such as the occurrence of maintenancecalled economic dependence, where savings can be
opportunities. Usually it is not known beforehandobtained when maintenance activities on different
when such opportunities occur. It is of course poss-components are jointly carried out. As an example of
ible to determine an average frequency and to incor-a system with economically dependent components,
porate this in the long-term planning; however, theconsider an offshore installation with several
real occurrence is simply unknown and hence themachines, in which the maintenance of each compo-
planning may be improved when these unexpectednent (a machine) requires preparatory or set-up work
events can be exploited once they happen.(say the transportation of a maintenance crew by

Other short-term circumstances are for exampleair), which can be shared when several components
fluctuations in costs, or unforeseen deterioration dueare maintained simultaneously. The cost of this set-
to specific environmental conditions.up work is called theset-up costand may also

Considering dynamically changing information isconsist of the down-time cost due to production loss
only important if the variability in (for example)if the system cannot be used during maintenance.
the components’ use is that high, or the occurrenceOther examples of systems with economically
of maintenance opportunities is that frequent, thatdependent components are a transportation fleet con-
ignoring this information (and hence following asisting of multiple vehicles, or a road divided into

road segments. long-term plan under all circumstances) leads to
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unnecessarily high costs. Indeed, if components are 2. DESCRIPTION OF STATIONARY- AND
DYNAMIC-PLANNING APPROACHused on a regular basis and opportunities rarely

appear, that is, if the practical situation does not
In the following, we consider a multi-component

deviate much from a stationary situation, then fol-
system with componentsi, i = 1, ...,n. Creating an

lowing a long-term plan will not be more expensive
occasion for preventive maintenance on one or more

than adapting this plan to the short-term.
of these components involves a set-up costS, inde-

In the literature of multi-component maintenance
pendent of how many components are maintained.

models with economic dependence, several methodsBecause of this set-up costS there is an economic
are now available for generating a long-term (i.e. dependence between the individual components.
stationary) maintenance plan. For a recent overview On an occasion for maintenance, componenti can
we refer the reader to the review article of Dekker, be preventively maintained at an extra cost ofsi.Van der Duyn Schouten and Wildeman.2 However, Let Mi(x) denote the expected cumulative deterio-
hardly any methods exist that deal with dynamically ration costs of componenti (due to failures, repairs,
changing information. (This does not only hold for operating costs, etc.),x time units after its latest
maintenance of multi-component systems, but for preventive maintenance. We assume thatMi(·) is
maintenance models in general.) Dekker, Van der strictly convex and that after preventive maintenance
Duyn Schouten and Wildeman report on an efficient a component can be considered as good as new.
approach for short-term planning, namely the rol- Denote now byFi(x) the average costs of compo-
ling-horizon approach by Wildeman, Dekker and nent i over an infinite horizon, when componenti
Smit.3 In discrete-time finite horizon models, see e.g. is preventively maintained on an occasion everyx
Stinson and Khumawala,4 one can easily incorporate time units. It is easy to obtain the following
dynamically varying information, such as a changing expression forFi(x) (see, for example, Dekker5):
use pattern. These models suffer however, from the
end of horizon effect and do not take into account
what happens after the horizon. This is much more a Fi(x) =

si + Mi(x)
x

, x . 0 (1)
problem in maintenance than in production-inventory
control, where similar models are applied, since

With these preliminaries, we are now ready topreventive maintenance has a much longer lasting
discuss a stationary- and a dynamic-planningeffect.
approach for the above multi-component system.In this paper we show how the short-term

approach of Wildeman, Dekker and Smit3 can be
extended to adapt a long-term plan to short-term 2.1. Stationary planning
circumstances. For the construction of a long-term

Dekker, Frenk and Wildeman5 apply the followingplan, we apply the stationary-planning approach of
strategy for determining coordinated maintenanceDekker, Frenk and Wildeman.5 Furthermore, we
frequencies for the componentsi, i = 1, ...,n.show that the dynamic approach is consistent with

They assume that everyT time units an occasionthe stationary approach, i.e. that the approaches
for preventive maintenance is created, and thatgenerate the same strategies in a stationary situation.
componenti is preventively maintained at the integerFinally, to obtain insight into the effect of oper-
multiple kiT of T. For example, letT be equal toational (i.e. short-term) circumstances, we consider
one month, andk1 = 1 and k2 = 3, then componentin this paper the influence of two short-term aspects,
1 is preventively maintained every month, andnamely a variable use of components and the occur-
component 2 every three months.rence of maintenance opportunities. We investigate

This strategy originates from inventory theory7
how these dynamic factors influence the costs of

and was introduced in maintenance by Goyal andthe maintenance planning.
Kusy8 and further developed by Goyal and Gunasek-This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2
aran.9 The strategy is calledindirect grouping,10

we discuss the stationary-planning approach of
since the groups are not fixed over time, but areDekker, Frenk and Wildeman5 and the dynamic-
formed indirectly when the maintenance of differentplanning approach of Wildeman, Dekker and Smit.3

components coincides. An alternative approach isWe show how the long-term approach can be used
direct grouping, where the components are par-as a basis for the dynamic approach, and that the
titioned into a number of fixed groups and are thenapproaches are consistent. We proceed in Section 3
always maintained in these groups. The advantageby considering the effect of the components’ vari-
of indirect grouping compared to direct grouping isable use on the costs. We show how much can be
that indirect grouping performs better and is easiersaved by dynamic planning compared to stationary
to solve. For more details, see Dekker, Van derplanning, given the variability in the utilisation.
Duyn Schouten and Wildeman.2

Similarly, we investigate the influence of opport-
Under the indirect-grouping strategy, the totalunities in Section 4. In Section 5 we draw con-

average costs are equal to the average set-up costclusions.
and the sum of the individual average-cost functions
Fi(·). Hence, we have the following problem:
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Mi(x) = cr
i Sx

li
Dbi

(4)inf HS

T
+ On

i=1

Fi(kiT) : ki P N, T . 0J (2)

Since this function is (strictly) convex (forbi $ 1),This problem is a mixed continuous-integer pro-
we can apply the approach of Dekkeret al.5 togramming problem, and in general such problems
obtain a solution of problem (2) with an arbitrarilyare difficult to solve. Goyal and Kusy8 and Goyal
small deviation from the optimal solution.and Gunasekaran9 apply an easy iterative heuristic

As an example, suppose that the data for thefor determining values forT and ki. However, their
eight components are given by Table I, and assumeapproach has two main drawbacks. The first is that
that the set-up costS= 100.it works well only for simple (namely polynomial)

Solving problem (2) for these data, using thefunctions Mi(·), and furthermore that it is not opti-
approach of Dekkeret al.5 with a relative precisionmal and that there is no information about how
of 0.001 per cent, we obtain the following solution:good the generated solutions are.
T = 11.6, (k1,...,k8) = (1,1,3,3,1,4,1,2), with corre-Dekker, Frenk and Wildeman5 show that when
sponding average costs equal to 321.the functions Mi(·) are convex, optimally solving

Hence, every 11.6 weeks an occasion for preven-the problem is relatively easy. First, the authors
tive maintenance is created. Components 1, 2, 5 andsolve a relaxed problem in which the constraintski
7 are maintained every occasion (i.e. every 11.6P N are replaced byki $ 1. The solution of this
weeks), component 8 is maintained every tworelaxed problem is subsequently used in a fast sol-
occasions (every 23.2 weeks), components 3 and 4ution approach for problem (2). If allMi(·) are
are maintained every three occasions (every 34.8convex, a solution can be found with an arbitrarily
weeks), and finally, component 6 is maintainedsmall deviation from the optimal value in very little
every four occasions (every 46.4 weeks). (We do(almost linear) time by using Lipschitz optimisation.
not round here—which will usually be done inProblems with hundreds of activities can be solved
practice—since that may disturb the comparison.)in little time. The authors show that for several

well-known maintenance models, such as the mini-
mal-repair model (with an increasing rate of occur- 2.2. Dynamic planning
rence of failures) and the inspection model, the

With the approach of the previous section, wefunctions Mi(·) are convex. If theMi(·) are not
can can coordinate the frequencies of the multipleconvex, heuristic methods have to be used. These
components in the system. However, we haveare fast, but do not guarantee optimality. Experience
assumed stationarity and we did not take short-termby Dekker, Frenk and Wildeman5 for the block
circumstances into account. What happens if thereplacement problem shows that the results are in
utilisation of components is not constant but changesmany cases less than a percent above a lower bound.
over time? Or how should opportunities be incorpor-
ated?Example. Consider a system with eight compo-

Below we will propose a rolling horizon approachnents that are maintained according to a standard
in which the long-term plan generated by theminimal-repair model (see e.g. Dekker6). This
approach described in Section 2.1 an be adapted toimplies that componenti is preventively replaced
deal with short-term information. The approach isat fixed intervals of lengthx, with failure repair
an extension of the approach of Wildeman, Dekkeroccurring whenever necessary; a failure repair
and Smit3 and consists of five phases.restores the component into a state as good as

before. Consequently, the deterioration costs are
Phase1: decomposition. Apply a decompositiongiven by Mi(x) = cr

i ex
0 ri(t)dt, with ri(·) denoting the

by determining in some way for each component anrate of occurrence of failures, andcr
i the failure-

individual infinite-horizon maintenance rule. Theserepair cost. HenceMi(x) expresses the expected
individual rules may or may not take the economicrepair costs incurred in the interval [0,x] due to
dependence between components into account.failures. We assume that failures occur according to

In this paper we apply the approach discussed ina Weibull process with scale parameterli . 0 (in
Section 2.1 to obtain individual (but coordinated)weeks), and shape parameterbi . 1, which implies
maintenance rules for the components. Hence,that ri(·) is given by
componenti is maintained everyx*

i :=kiT time units,

Table I. Example data for eight components
ri(x) =

bi

li
S x

li
Dbi−1

(3)

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

We choose a Weibull process since the Weibull
li 8 7 9 14 6 15 3 5

distribution has the most frequent application to bi 1.70 1.70 2.00 2.00 1.70 2.00 1.25 1.75
fitting lifetime distributions.11

si 105 225 345 165 500 345 105 345
cr

i 92 182 28 30 172 30 90 50Notice that by (3), we obtain the following
expression for the functionMi(·):
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where T and (k1,...,kn) is an optimal solution of the Example. We consider again the system with
eight components which are maintained accordingindirect-grouping problem (2).

The important notion in this phase is the to a standard minimal-repair model. Substituting (4)
in (5), we obtain the following expressions for thedecomposition, where each component is considered

separately (though its maintenance rule may be coor- penalty functionshi(·) in that case:
dinated with other rules, as is done here). Usually,
this phase has to be carried out only once.

hi(Dt) = cr
i Sx*

i + Dt
li

Dbi

+ cr
i Sx*

i − Dt
li

Dbi

− 2cr
i Sx*

i

li
Dbi

,

Phase 2: penalty functions. We then derive a −x*
i , Dt , x*

i

penalty function hi(Dt) for each componenti,
expressing the expected costs ofshifting the preven-
tive maintenance of componenti Dt time units from Phase3: tentative planning. Suppose the system
a tentatively planned timeti generated by the compo- is observed at a certain timet. We now consider a
nent’s individual maintenance rule. This shiftDt finite horizon with a planning of the maintenance
may be positive or negative (forward or backward work to be carried out during the next period. This
in time). The penalty functions are derived from the planning is individual, and hence does not take
individual maintenance rules in Phase 1 and usually the economic dependence between components into
this needs to be done only once. account. However, short-term fluctuations and

Wildeman, Dekker and Smit3 consider two options opportunities can now be incorporated.
for shifting execution times. The first option is Under average operational conditions (that is, if
called long-term shift, and in that case not only the the components are used as on average), each
current execution timeti is shifted, but all future componenti is maintainedx*

i = kiT time units after
maintenance of the component as well. The secondits latest preventive maintenance. However, because
option is denoted by ashort-term shift, which rep- of a varying use this may be at another time,
resents the case that only the current execution timedepending on the utilisation rate of componenti
( ti ) is shifted, and all future execution times remain since its latest execution and in the near future.
unchanged. The latter is implemented by changing To implement a component’s variable use, we
the interval preceding time ti from x*

i (=kiT) to define for each component a utilisation factor, and
x*

i +Dt, and by changing the intervalsucceeding ti without loss of generality we assume that the aver-
from x*

i to x*
i −Dt. Notice that this indeed implies age value of this factor is equal to one. This average

that all future execution times (afterti ) remain the value corresponds for example to a certain average
same. The short-term shift is particularly useful number of running hours per day for that compo-
when the future planning of maintenance should not nent. A utilisation factor of two then implies that a
be changed. This is for example the case when component is used twice as much as on average,
we use in Phase 1 the indirect-grouping approach and a factor of 0.5 corresponds to the situation
discussed in Section 2.1; the short-term shift leaves where the component is used only half of the time.
the coordination of maintenance as laid down by We assume that these factors vary for each compo-
the long-term grouping as it is. Therefore, we will nent individually and independently.
use the short-term shift here. With these utilisation factors, which are usually

Applying the short-term shift, the deterioration known only in the short term, it is easy to determine
costs in the first two intervals (of lengthx*

i +Dt and for each componenti its next preventive-mainte-
x*

i −Dt, respectively) are given by nance time, which we denote byt(1)
i . For example,

Mi(x*
i +Dt)+Mi(x*

i −Dt), whereas otherwise in each of if at the current timet the latest preventive mainte-
the first two intervalsMi(x*

i ) is paid. As all future nance took placeyi weeks ago, and if during that
execution times afterti remain unchanged, the pen- period componenti’s utilisation factor has been 0.5,
alty costs as a result of a shiftDt are equal to the then at timet it is as if the component has only
extra expected deterioration costs (the number of been used for 0.5yi weeks. Hence, the next execution
set-ups of componenti does not change, and the time is kiT − 0.5yi after time t (that is,
influence of other components need not be con- t(1)

i = t + kiT − 0.5yi), if indeed the utilisation factor
sidered due to the decomposition applied), so that in the near future equals one. Otherwise, if for

example componenti’s utilisation factor in the near
future is equal to two, then the next execution time

hi(Dt) = Mi(x*
i + Dt) + Mi(x*

i − Dt) − 2Mi(x*
i ), is (kiT − 0.5yi)/2 weeks after timet (that is, t(1)

i =
t + (kiT − 0.5yi) /2). If the factor attains several−x*

i , Dt , x*
i (5)

values since the latest execution time, the determi-
nation of t(1)

i is adapted correspondingly.
In this way we determine for each componentiNotice that hi(·) is strictly convex (h″

i(·) . 0 since
Mi(·) is strictly convex), thathi(0) = 0, and that its next preventive-maintenance timet(1)

i . However,
we will also consider the occurrence of the mainte-hi(·) $ 0. It even holds thathi(·) is symmetric

around zero. nance after that, the time of which is denoted by
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t(2)
i . The execution timest(1)

i and t(2)
i , i = 1,...,n, [t,maxi t(2)

i ] are indexed in the order of their
execution times. The algorithm terminates after 2ninduce a finite planning horizon [t,maxi t(2)

i ], in
which each component is maintained twice. The iterations, while in each iterationj a best group

with last activity j is found. The array entryFirst[j]reason why we consider more than one occurrence
is that otherwise the maintenance of a componenti indicates the first activity of this best group. That

is, if First[j] = i, thenhi,...,jj is the best group foundmay be grouped with that of another componentj,
while it could better be carried out jointly with the in iterationj. The total savings of the corresponding

optimal grouping structure is stored in the arraynext occurrence of componentj’s maintenance. The
reason why we consider two occurrences and not entryTotalSavings[j]. Thus, we have the follow-

ing approach.more, is that from our experiments it turned out
that one extra occurrence for each component is Initialisation: TotalSavings[0] := 0.

Iteration 1: The best group with last activity 1 issufficient. The latter can also be understood from
the stability results discussed by Wildeman, Dekker h1j, with corresponding optimal grouping structure

h1j. First[1] :5 1. TotalSavings[1] := 0.and Smit3 with respect to the length of the plan-
ning horizon. FOR j := 2 TO 2n DO Iteration j: Consider the

groups with last activityj in the following order:In this phase also opportunities can be incorpor-
ated. This is simply done by creating a dummy hjj, hj−1,jj, ..., h1,...,jj. Find the group for which the

corresponding grouping structure covering activitiesmaintenance activity at the time the opportunity
occurs. The activity has zero costs, and hence it 1,...,j has largest savings. This is the grouphi,...,jj

for which TotalSavings[i−1] + savings ofhi,...,jj isenables other maintenance to be carried out simul-
taneously without paying the set-up costS. If the maximal. First[ j ] :=i. TotalSavings[ j ] :=

TotalSavings[ i−1] + savings ofhi,...,jj.opportunity cannot be shifted, we define its penalty
functions to be infinite for every shift unequal to The best grouping structure can be found by back-

tracking. The corresponding total savings equalzero.
TotalSavings[2n].

This algorithm can be improved by incorporatingPhase4: grouping maintenance activities. In this
phase it is allowed to shift the tentatively planned several reduction techniques.3 This does not change

the worst-case time complexity, which is equal totimes within the planning horizon [t,maxi t(2)
i ] to

make joint execution of maintenance possible. 2((2n)2). However, on average an optimal grouping
structure is found in less time; in the best case itA grouping structurepartitions the activities in

[ t,maxi t(2)
i ] into several groups. The activities within requires only linear time.

one group are simultaneously carried out. Within
one group we do not allow multiple occurrences of Phase5: rolling-horizon step. Phase 4 provides

a grouping structure for the activities ina component’s maintenance, since this would imply
that a component is maintained twice at a certain [t,maxi t(2)

i ]. The maintenance manager can change
the planning if he/she is not satisfied with it andtime.

In the system we are considering, preventive then go back to Phase 3; this can be done inter-
actively and as often as desired. Finally, the mainte-maintenance of componenti costs si + S, implying

that joint maintenance ofm components yields a nance manager can carry out one or more groups
of activities according to the generated groupingcost reduction of (m− 1)S. In a groupG of compo-

nents, the tentative execution time of componenti structure and start with Phase 3 when a planning
for a new period is required.is denoted byti. Notice that since multiple occur-

rences are not allowed,ti is either t(1)
i or t(2)

i , and
no confusion is possible. The optimal execution time

2.3. Comparison in the stationary situation
of group G is denoted by t*G and is found by
minimising SiPGhi(tG−ti), which is equal to the pen- Using the above method, the dynamic-grouping

approach nearly always generated in our experimentsalty costs of maintaining the components in group
G at time tG. We define thesavingsof group G as the same solutions as the stationary-grouping

approach, if we assume stationarity. In the few otherthe reduction in set-up costs minus the penalty costs,
that is, (uGu−1)S− SiPGhi(t*G − ti). A group is cost- cases, the dynamic approach resulted in even lower

costs. This can be explained as follows. Cycliceffective if its savings are greater than or equal
to zero. strategies such as those generated by the indirect-

grouping approach are not necessarily overall opti-Phase 4 now aims at determining an optimal
grouping structure of the 2n activities within the mal; sometimes it is better to use for an activity

different execution intervals. For example, supposeplanning horizon [t,maxi t(2)
i ]. Such a grouping struc-

ture maximises the total savings (that is, the sum that an optimal indirect-grouping strategy prescribes
to execute an activity every six weeks, and that thisof the savings of all groups) in the planning horizon.

We will apply the dynamic-programming algorithm implies that the activity is sometimes carried out
alone. In that case, it may occasionally be better toof Wildeman, Dekker and Smit3 to find an optimal

grouping structure. To do so, we assume without advance or to postpone the execution by one week,
and to correct this with the following maintenanceloss of generality that the 2n activities in
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interval, if thus a joint execution with other activities We consider four different values for the number
n of components:n = 5, 10, 15, and 20, and for theis possible. In our experiments we indeed encoun-

tered such examples, which the (cyclic) indirect- set-up costS we do so as well:S= 10, 100, 500,
and 1000. Hence, we have sixteen different combi-grouping strategy could not exploit, but whichcould

be dealt with by our dynamic approach (where an nations ofn and S, for each of which we take
ten random examples as described above. All 160activity need not be executed with a fixed interval).

However, the extra savings obtained as a result of examples generated in this way are solved for five
different values ofd: d = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.this were quite small. Altogether, we can conclude

that the dynamic approach is consistent with the Altogether, we thus solve 800 problems.
For each problem instance, we proceed as follows.long-term approach.

Now that we have calibrated the dynamic-group- First, we solve the indirect-grouping problem (2) of
Section 2.1, yielding a solutionT and k = (k1,...,kn).ing approach, we are ready to consider the effect

of short-term circumstances on the costs. Subsequently, we randomly take for each component
a utilisation factor from the interval [1− d, 1 + d],
which is kept constant for some time; here we

3. THE INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE USE choose to keep the factor constant for 2T time units.
The precise time during which the factor is keptHere we will obtain insight into the effect of a
constant is not very important; we tried variousvariable use of components on the costs according
values between one and ten, which did not haveto stationary and dynamic grouping. By comparing
much influence on the results. For these 2T timethe costs of the two approaches as a function of
units we calculate the costs of following the long-the variability in the components’ use, we observe
term indirect-grouping strategy (T,k), taking intohow much can be saved when short-term circum-
account that components are used with their utilis-stances are not ignored but incorporated in the plan-
ation factor possibly differing from one. After thening.
2T time units we repeat this process, that is, weWe assume that the utilisation factors for the
randomly draw for each component another valuecomponents vary individually and independently;
of the utilisation factor from [1− d, 1 + d], and sothey are drawn according to a uniform distribution
on. To reduce the variance of the utilisation factor,on the interval [1− d, 1 + d], where d is the same
we apply the technique ofantithetic variables.Thatfor each component. Consequently, the parameterd
is, for each random value of a component’s utilis-is the maximum deviation (in absolute value) from
ation factor, we take a next value such that thethe average utilisation factor of one. By varying the
average is equal to one. We do so with a lag ofvalue of d, we can investigate the effect of the
ten random drawings, that is, after ten drawings ofvariability in the components’ use.
a component’s utilisation factor, we take the nextFor reasons of simplicity, we will consider in
ten values according to the technique of antitheticour simulation experiments the minimal-repair model
variables. The reason for applying a lag is thatonly, since in that case the cost functions can be
otherwise the planning of a component after twoevaluated analytically. Implementation of, for
drawings is equal to that without a variable use,example, the block-replacement or inspection model,
and this might force a coordination in the planningrequires the numerical evaluation of the renewal
which is not due to randomness.function or of an integral, and this takes much time

We stop the long-term planning process whenwhen it is done repeatedly in a simulation.
two stopping criteria are simultaneously satisified.For the rate of occurrence of failures in the
The first criterion is that the average utilisationminimal-repair model, we take the Weibull process
factor of each component has converged to the valuewith scale parameterli and shape parameterbi for
one, which is the case after each twenty randomcomponent i (see (3)). The parametersli and bi

drawings, owing to the previously described usageare randomly taken from the intervals given in
of antithetic variables. The second criterion is thatTable II. The intervals from which we randomly
the average costs generated by the long-term strategydraw values for the preventive-replacement costsi

have converged enough as well, which is consideredand the failure-repair costcr
i are also given in

to be the case when the value does not changeTable II. (Notice that the rate of occurrence of fail-
more than arelative precision of 0.001 during 200Tures for the minimal-repair model is increasing,
time units.since bi $ 1.5$ 1.)

Subsequently, we apply the rolling-horizon
Table II. Data in the simulations approach of Section 2.2 to the same problem

instance. That is, we take the same simulated time
li P [1,20] (random) and the same utilisation factors, so that a fair com-
bi P [1.5,4] (random) parison with the long-term strategy is possible. A
si P [1,500] (random)

tentative planning is made based on the valuescr
i P [1,250] (random)

x*
i = kiT, but since these values only hold a utilisationn = 5, 10, 15, 20

S = 10, 100, 500, 1000 factor equal to one, the tentative execution time of
an activity is re-evaluated according to the currently
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Table IV. Percentual savings ofgrh over glt in the 160known utilisation factor of the corresponding
instances for each of the five values ofdcomponent. Together with their next occurrence, the

activities induce a finite planning horizon, in which
Savings d

we assume that the current utilisation factors are
constant; the penalty functions are evaluated accord- 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
ing to these factors. We do so, even when the length
of the finite planning horizon is longer than 2T time Minimum −0.04 0.08 −0.10 1.58 4.08

Average 0.19 1.27 3.76 7.78 12.88units, in which period new utilisation factors become
Maximum 0.42 3.52 9.88 17.60 26.39known. The reason for this is that in practical

situations the new factors may not be known in
advance. Certainly, foreknowledge would decrease

certainly not impossible, and in that case ourthe costs generated by the short-term approach.
approach yields significantly lower costs than whenHowever, we do not want the results to depend on
this short-term event is ignored. Notice that theit. Based on the tentative planning, the dynamic-
(small) negative values in Table IV can be due toprogramming algorithm determines an optimal
the fact that the relative precision is equal to 0.001grouping structure, of which only the first group is
(=0.1 per cent).implemented. If new utilisation factors are drawn

In our simulations, we noticed an influence of thebefore the execution time of this group, a replanning
number n of components; the savings averaged inis made.
Table IV seem to decrease whenn increases. ThisTable III summarises the results of the simula-
is primarily due to the fact that the deviation of thetions. In this table,gst denotes the average costs of
long-term strategy’s costsglt over gst decreases withthe long-term indirect-grouping strategy in a station-
n, while the deviation of the dynamic strategy’sary situation, that is, when the utilisation factors are
costs grh over gst does not change withn. We doalways equal to one;glt denotes the average costs
not have an explanation for this effect.when the long-term strategy is applied in case of

We did not identify a clear influence of the set-fluctuating utilisation factors; and finally,grh denotes
up costS on the results.the average costs of our rolling-horizon approach

applied in that case. We define the percentual gaps
of glt and grh over gst as (glt − gst) /gst and

4. THE INFLUENCE OF OPPORTUNITIES
(grh − gst)/gst, respectively. In the table we tabulate
the percentual gaps ofglt and grh over gst, averaged We will investigate here how much more can be

saved by dynamic grouping if not only a variableover the 160 problem instances that we solved for
each of the five different values ofd. use of components is taken into account, but also

the occurrence of maintenance opportunities.From Table III we observe that the costs of fol-
lowing the long-term strategy increase significantly Opportunities can occur for different reasons. One

possibility is that (unexpected) corrective mainte-with the variability of the components’ use. While
for a small variability of the utilisation factor the nance of a component requires the system to be

shut down, and this enables preventive maintenancecosts are only slightly higher thangst, they rapidly
increase for larger values ofd. The costs following of other components to be carried out simultaneously

(see e.g. Dekker and Van Rijn.12) There may alsofrom our dynamic rolling-horizon approach are much
less exposed to this effect. be other activities, for example the cleaning of a

well in oil production, during which some parts ofIn Table IV we have tabulated the minimum,
average, and maximum percentual savings of apply- the system (turbines, say) can be shut down. Finally,

there may be reasons outside the system, such asing the rolling-horizon approach compared to the
long-term strategy (defined as (glt − grh)/glt), over low-production periods, during which the shut-down

costs less.all 160 instances for each of the five values ofd.
From Table IV we observe that considerable sav- We assume that for maintenance carried out at

an opportunity no set-up costS has to be paid,ings are obtained when the variable use of compo-
nents is taken into account. Though a utilisation since this is already incurred by the opportunity

itself. Hence, only the component-dependent costsifactor might not fluctuate as much as 0.9 from the
value one, a fluctuation of, for example, 0.5 is has to be paid, and thus it may be worthwhile to

Table III. Average percentual gaps ofglt and grh over gst in the 160
problem instances for each of the five values ofd

Strategy d

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Long-term (lt) 0.18 2.11 6.05 11.98 20.07
Dynamic (rh) −0.01 0.81 2.04 3.20 4.42
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Table V. Average relative percentualcarry out a component’s maintenance activity at an
savings of grh over glt in the 160opportunity when it occurs, instead of waiting until
instances, for the four values ofh,

the originally planned time. the four values ofS, for d = 0.5 and
To investigate the influence of opportunities on compared to the caseh = `

dynamic planning, we follow our rolling-horizon
happroach for the 160 random examples of the pre-

vious section, withd = 0.5 for the maximum varia-
2 4 8 16bility of the components’ use. Notice that although

d influences the costs that can be saved by our
S = 10 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.01approach compared to the long-term strategy, it does
S = 100 1.10 0.53 0.27 0.14

not influence theextra savings that can be obtained S = 500 5.00 2.26 1.12 0.59
by incorporating opportunities. Hence, the value of S = 1000 6.21 3.02 1.49 0.77

Average 3.02 1.47 0.73 0.38d is arbitrary, but not restrictive, and it serves
here only as an example. We have incorporated
opportunities in the way described in Phase 3 of

Notice that these relative savings are increasingSection 2.2.
in S and decreasing in the length of the opportunityAlthough in practical situations opportunities usu-
interval h.ally occur randomly, we assume here for simplicity

of implementation that opportunities occur at a
deterministic intervalh. Since we do not use this 5. CONCLUSIONS
foreknowledge, and since the execution times of the

In this paper we showed how a long-term mainte-maintenance activities are not fixed (due to the
nance plan can be adapted to take short-term circum-random utilisation factors), this assumption does not
stances into account. We took a stationary- and ainfluence the results, and is thus justified. We choose
dynamic-planning approach from the literature andfour different values for the opportunity intervalh,
indicated how these approaches can be integrated tonamelyh = 2, 4, 8, and 16. As unit measure of the
generate a maintenance plan on a rolling-horizoninterval, we take the smallest maintenance interval in
basis.the indirect-grouping solution (T,k) of the problem

The numerical experiments show that dynamicinstance considered, i.e. minihkiTj. As an example,
planning, incorporating short-term circumstancessuppose that we have minihkij = 2, then if e.g.h = 4,
such as a variable use of components and the occur-the opportunities occur each 4× 2T = 8T time units
rence of maintenance opportunities, may yield con-in that problem instance. For each of the four values
siderable cost savings compared to a long-term plan-of h we solve the 160 instances, so that in this
ning method, in which a stationary situation issection in total 640 problems have been solved.
assumed and hence dynamically changing infor-We first computed ford = 0.5 the relative savings
mation is ignored.of applying the rolling-horizon approach compared

to the long-term strategy (defined as (glt − grh)/glt)
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